
Video to Logical Representation

Goal
Capture video from a real domino setting and get useful logical information concerning the ti les in the settings.

Information:

- identification of the ti les

- position and orientation of the ti les

Tag Based Featues to Logic

Output information from the computer vision part needs to be transformed to a logic representation in order to learn rules.

Detect Tiles
Information about tags needs

to be transformed to ti le information.

tag(tag1 ).

tag(tag2).

ti le(tag1 , tag2).

2 tags belonging to one ti le are:

- close(tag1 , tag2)

- al l igned(tag1 , tag2)

Relations Between Tiles
To each ti le a local frame is attached in order to express relations between the

ti les.

Constraints about the relations can be verified and learned.
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Implementation
Implementation is done using the ARToolKit Library. ARToolKit is a software l ibrary for building Augmented Reality (AR)

applications. The ARToolKit video tracking l ibraries calculate the real camera position and orientation relative to physical

markers in real time.

Develop a system to learn the rules of the domino game from images

of domino pieces layouts in order to classify new images of domino

settings.

Input: video from domino game

Output: correct/incorrect domino setting

http: //www.hitl .washington.edu/artoolkit/

Learning the rules

Given an encoding of the known background knowledge and a set of examples represented as a logical database of facts, the ILP system wil l derive a

hypothesised logic program which entai ls al l the positive and none of the negative examples.

positive examples + negative examples + background knowledge => hypothesis.

Tags
- marker easily detected by computer systems, similar to barcode.

- for each ti le: 2 markers, representing number of dots for each half.

- 2 versions of tags

Rotational symmetrical Not rotational symmetrical

Output

A list of tags with the positions and orientation. This output wil l be used as input

for the rule learning system.

tag(31 ,1 ,1 ,666.61 ,432.96,591 .1 0,543.65,548.49,370.1 8,739.64,325.78,791 .80,494.63,3,0.795).

tag(31 ,2,6,447.07,487.87,360.99,601 .84,329.45,41 9.87,531 .94,375.71 ,574.38,550.63,3,0.845).

tag(31 ,3,5,1 80.89,541 .02,77.08,660.67,57.89,468.60,274.1 7,422.56,303.24,603.63,2,0.790).

tag(time: timestamp, id per timestamp, #dots, c.x, c.y, p1 .x, p1 .y, p2.x, p2.y, p3.x, p3.y

p4.x, p4.y, direction, confidence factor).




